
Faber Fantasticus
Leadership and dealing with stress

Interactive
Platform



It is one thing to understand communication 
tools in theory, but being able to actually  
use them in dynamic workplace situations is 
quite another.

With our interactive platform you can practise 
clear communication, precise goal-setting 
and dealing with risk, also when working 
under pressure.

“Faber Fantasticus” offers you the ideal  
setting to learn about, to use and to reflect  
on goal-oriented communication tools.

The head of the car manufacturer 
“Faber Fantasticus” is extremely 
grumpy.  The move to “Just in 
Time Production” has led to  
stuttering production. 

The inevitable consequence: all sites 
have to communicate better with 
each other. And not only that, all 
processes have to be rewritten from 
scratch and all points of contact have 
to be defined and put into practice.

Four sites are joined together by 
a railway circuit. The logistical 
processes need optimising to make 
sure that train crashes are avoided!

Moreover, you need to keep 
market conditions and profitability 
in mind. What differentiates the 
most lucrative jobs from the rotten 
eggs? And what are your competi-
tors up to?

Focus Topics Implementation



“The simulation was fascinating. I saw how quickly we  
forget about good communication when we are in a rush, 
and learned what simple tools can help with this.”
          Participant, Carl Zeiss AG, Germany

“The parallels with everyday life in the clinic are striking. 
I saw how consistent use of actually quite straightforward 
communication tools can really improve patient safety.”
           Participant, Vestische Kinder- und Jugendklinik, Datteln, Germany

Profile Feedback

Target group: Executive managers, operational  
   managers and their teams

Main focus:   Communication in highly  
   dynamic situations, leadership  
   behaviour under stress

Group size:   5 – 100 people

Time needed: 2 to 4 hours

The “Faber Fantasticus” interactive platform can be 
delivered as a stand-alone training event but also 
combines perfectly with the other modules in our 
programme (see reverse).
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Interactive
Platforms

Faber Fantasticus
Communication, leadership and stress

Titanica
Leadership and strategy in the team

Alpha Centauri Bc
Complex decision making

 
  

Seminar 
Modules

Communication
The decisive safety factor

Decision Making
Mastering complexity and dynamics

Leadership
Balancing authority and team play

understanding experiencing

Impulses
and
Workshops

Errare Humanum Est
Developing a learning organisation

Complacency
Dealing with everyday risks

Reality Check
Reflections on everyday work

reflecting

Extract from our programme

InterPersonis specialises in enhancing the skills of employees, teams and companies within high reliability  
organisations and high tech sectors for their everyday challenges. We especially focus on safety and dealing 
with risks. We utilise our many years of work experience, modern training methods and the newest findings 
from science and practice. Our trainers are from international aviation and are active airline pilots. They have 
comprehensive experience in training, in operative leadership, in management and in working responsibly 
with employees. The team is complemented by industrial psychologists and trainers. 
Since its foundation in 2007, InterPersonis has been working successfully with companies and organisations 
from many sectors, including the nuclear industry and medicine.


